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Abstract 
Liu, K.-q., The characterizations of the quantum Witt algebra at roots of unity, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 92 (1994) 149-160. 
Two theorems concerning the characterizations of the quantum Witt algebra at roots of unity are 
proved. 
Introduction 
Since Curtright and Zachos introduced the quantum Witt algebra W, or q-defor- 
mation of the centreless Virasoro algebra in [4], other methods of constructing W, 
have been found. For example, Chaichian et al. derived W, in terms of the one-mode 
q-deformed oscillator representation in [3], Polychronakos derived W, in terms of 
“diffeomorphisms” of functions on a discretized circle in [9]. An interesting behavior 
of W, is that W, satisfies the quantum Jacobi identity. Based on the quantum Jacobi 
identity, a q-analogue of the central term of the Virasoro algebra has been discovered 
CL 2, 61. 
Two characterizations of the usual Witt algebra have been quantized to W, in [7]. 
In this paper, we will study characterizations of the quantum Witt algebra at roots of 
unity. It turns out that if q2 is a Tth primitive root of unity, then the two characteriza- 
tions of the usual Witt algebra still hold for the quantum Witt algebra as long as T is 
large enough. 
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1. Basic definitions and main theorems 
Throughout this paper, the following assumptions and notations will be used: 
_ All vector spaces are vector spaces over the complex number field. 
- Z: the set of all integers; C: the set of all complex numbers. 
- [m] = (4”’ - q-“‘)/(q - q-l), (m) = (qm + q-“)/2, where m E Z, q E @ and 
q#O,_fl. 
- [O]! = 1 and [ml! = [m] [m - l] . . . [2] [l] for m E Z and m > 0. 
_ For any Z-graded vector space V = BnE z V,, c E Hom( V, V) is defined by 
~(0,) = (n)u, for rz E Z and v, E V,,. 
_ Let A = GnEL A,, be a Z-graded algebra over C with multiplication denoted by xy 
for x, y E A. We define (x, y, z),, JJx, y, z), the plus algebra (A+, o), and the minus 
algebra W,C,l) by 
(X> YY 4, = (XY)W - @NYZ)> 
J&Y Y? 4 = (XYb(4 - (YZbW + (ZXMY), 
A * = A (as Z-graded vector space), 
x oy = f (xy + yx), [x, y] = xy - yx, where x,y,z E A. 
Definition 1. Let A be a Z-graded algebra over @ with multiplication denoted by xy. 
(1) A is called quantum jlexible if (x, y, z), = 0 for x,y E A. 
(2) A is called a quantum Lie algebra if xy = - yx and the following quantum 
Jacobi identity holds: 
J4(x, y, z) = 0 for x, y and z E A. 
Note that if q2 is a Tth primitive root of unity, then 
[ f mT + n] = q”‘[n], (+mT+n)=qmT(n), 
[n]=O o nETZ, (n)=O o TE2HandnEc+TZ, 
where m, n E Z. 
Example 2. The quantum Witt algebra W,, defined by 
Wq = @@A, d,d, = [m - n]d,+, for m,n E Z, 
nez 
is a quantum Lie algebra. 
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Remark. Recall that the usual Witt algebra can be constructed by using 
Der(C[t, t-l]) and the usual commutator. In order to construct the quantum Witt 
algebra in a similar way, we consider the automorphismfof the Laurent polynomial 
ring C[t, t-l], where f:t~q*t. Recall from ring theory that a linear map 
D:@[t, t-‘]+&[t, t-‘1 is called an f-deriuatiue if D(ab) = D(a)f(b) + uD(b) for all 
a,b E(C[~, t-l]). Let Der,C[t, t-l] be the set of all f-derivatives of the Laurent 
polynomial ring @ [t, t - ‘1, Define a family of linear operators D, on C [t, t - ’ ] by 
D, = - t”+‘a, a:tmk+qm[m]tm-l for m,n EZ. 
Then Derf(C[t, t-‘1) = GnELCDn and Derf(@ [t, t - ‘1) with the q-commutator [ ,lq 
becomes the quantum Witt algebra, where CD,,,, D,], = q”-“0, D, - q”-“D, D,. This 
construction is a version of the one in [6]. 
Example 3. Let QFaB = On EZ Cd,. If we use the natural Z-grading on QFaB and 
define a multiplication by 
&m&n+1 = - dzn+ldz, = ( - ‘)‘“+“+ ‘d 2 z(m+n)+l> 
&m&n = ~m,&(m+n~, dzm+ldzn+l = Pmndam+n+l,, 
%m~ P Inn E @, %I” = %wn~ Pm = Bnm for m, n E Z, 
then QFas is a quantum flexible algebra for q = f m. If urn,, = p,,,, = 0 for 
m, n E Z, the QFas becomes W +J-l, _ . otherwise, QFaa is not a quantum Lie algebra. 
In this paper, we will prove the following two theorems: 
Theorem 4. Let q2 be a Tth primitive root and A a quantum flexible algebra. If 
(A-, [ ,]) is the quantum Witt algebra, then (1) T 2 3 *A N W,; (2) T = 2 =z- 
A N QF,,. 
Theorem 5. Let q2 be a Tth primitive root and A = @,, E ,A, a quantum Lie algebra. If 
T~5,dim(A,)~1forulln~Z,AoA1#0,A1A_,#0,A2A_,#0undA_,A1#0, 
then A is the quantum Witt algebra. 
2. The proof of Theorem 4 
We will use the following lemma, its proof can be found in [7]. 
Lemma. Let A be a Z-graded algebra and (a), (b), (c), (a’), (b’) denote the following 
statements: 
(a) A is quantum jexible. 
(b) (x, Y, 4, + (z, Y, x), = 0 for x, Y, z E A. 
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is, 
m 
C4-4, Y 0 ~1 = CT ~10 44 + 4~) 0 Cx, ~1 for x, Y, z E A. 
A is quantum flexible and (A-, [ 0 1) is a quantum Lie algebra. 
[a(x), yzl = Cx, ~144 + 4y)Cx,zl for X,Y,Z E A. 
Then (a)-(b)+-(c) and (a’)-(b). 0 
Since (A-, [ , 1) is the quantum Witt algebra, there exists a @-basis {e, 1 n E Z} of 
A such that 
A = @nEBCe,, [e,,e,] = [n - m]e,+, for m,nEZ. 
Firstly, we assume that T 2 3. For k,rEH, we have ekrerT = a(k,r)etk+,,,, where 
a(k, r) E @. Applying (b’) to the triple {e,, e kT, e,} produces the following identity: 
@> [en, ekTeml = qkT[nl(m>en+kTem + qkT[n - mlekTen+m, n,m,k GE 
(2.1) 
Letting n #TZ and m = rT in (2.1), we get 
<n)&r)en+ck+,,T = %+kTerT + ekTen+*T for k,rEz and n#TZ. (2.2) 
Changing k and r in (2.2) gives 
(n)a(r9k)en+(k+,)T = en+rTekT + erTen+kT for k, r EZ and n # TE. (2.3) 
Note that the following equation is clear: 
[en+kT,erTl + [en+rT? ekT1 = 2dk+‘)T[nlen+(k+r)T for k,rEH. (2.4) 
It follows from (2.2) + (2.3) + (2.4) that 
en+kT+T + en+*TekT = 
<n>Wkr) + Wk+“TCnl en+(k+r)T 
2 
3 (2.5) 
ekTen+rT + erTen+kT = 
(n) b(k, r) - 2q(k+r)T[n] 
2 
e n+(k+r)T, (2.6) 
where b(k, r) = u(k, r) + u(r, k). 
Letting m = - n + rT in (2.1), we get 
(n)[enpekTe-n+rTl = dk+‘)T[nl <n)en+kTe-n+rT + dkf*)T[2nl ekTerT 
for n, k, r EE. Changing k and r in (2.7), we 
<n)[en,erTe-n+kTl = dkcr)T[nl 
(2.7) 
get 
<n)en+rTe-n+kT + dk+*)T[2nl erTekT 
(2.8) 
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for n,k, I E h. It follows from (2.6) and (2.7) + (2.8) that 
(n)Cnl(en+k2+-n+rT + en+d-b+kd 
= [2n] (n>’ b(k,r) + 2dk+“=Cnl (n> _ btk, rj 
2 > 
e(k+ )T 
I 2 (2.9) 
where k, I E Z and n # TU. 
If we compute 
Pnl 
b(k,r)(n)’ + 24’k+“‘(n)[n] 
2 dk+r)TC~len+(k+v)T 
by using (b’), (2.6) and (2.9), then what we get is [n] [2n] b(k, r) = 0 for k,r E Z and 
n $TE. Letting n = 1 in the equation above, we have 
u(k,r) + a(r, k) = b(k, r) = 0 for k, FEZ. (2.10) 
By (2.2) and (2.3), (a(k,r) - a(r, k)) (1) el+Ck+rjT = 0. This implies that 
u(k, r) - a(r, k) = 0 for k, r E Z. (2.11) 
Now (2.10) and (2.11) tells us that u(k,r) = 0. So 
ekTOee= 0 for k, rEZ. (2.12) 
Using (2.12) and applying (b’) to the triple (en_,& ekT, ekT>, we get that qkT[n]e, 0 ekT 
= 0 for n, k E Z, which implies that 
e,0ekr=O forkEZandn$TE. (2.13) 
By (2.12) and (2.13), we have proved that 
e,0ekr = 0 for k, n~if!. (2.14) 
Using (2.14) and applying (c) to the triple {e,,_kT, efT, en), we obtain that 
(n) [m]e, 0 e, = 0 form, nEZ. (2.15) 
If Tis odd, then (n) # 0 for all n E B. It follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that e, o e, = 0 
from m, n E H. Hence, A N W,. 
If T is even, then (2.14) and (2.15) implies that e,,, o e, = 0 for m E H and n $5 + TZ. 
Since e,oe, = e,oe,, we have proved that 
e,oe,=O ifm$g+TZorn$s+TZ. (2.16) 
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However, it is easy to get 
eT eT ?+kT Z+rT = 0 for k,rEZ (2.17) 
by applying (b’) to the triple {ei +Ck+rJT, eT 
?+kT 
and e 
n EZ by (2.16) and (2.17). So A N W,. 
;+,,I. Therefore, e, o e, = 0 for m, 
Next, we assume that T = 2. For m, n E Z, let 
e2me2n+l = xmne2(m+n)+l, 
e2m ezn = a,, ezcrn + n)y 
e2m+ t ezn+ t = B mne2(m+n+ l). 
It is clear that 
%n = &nn, Pm = Pm 
e2n+le2m = (x,, + (- l)m+n)e2(m+n)+1, 
where m, nE.77. Hence, in order to prove that A N QF,,, it suffices to prove that 
x mn = 
(- l)m+n+l for m nEz 
2 
2 . 
Using the following equations, 
(e 2m2 ezn+h e2dq = 0, (e2* + e2m+l,e2n, ezm + ezm+Aq = 0, m, n Q, 
we get 
X mn = ( - l)mX,,m+n, for m,neZ, 
x,, + x,, = (- l)m+n+l, for m,nEZ. 
A direct calculation shows that x,, = 4 ( - l)*+“+ ’ (m, n E Z) is the unique solution 
for the system above. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
3. The proof of Theorem 5 
Since [2] # 0 and J,(uO, ul, u_ i) = 0 for ui~Ai, we can choose C&E Ai such that 
Ai = @di, didj = [i -j]di+j, where i,j = 0, + 1. (3.1) 
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By our assumptions, [3] # 0, A2A _ 1 # 0 Am2A, # 0. This implies that there exists 
dizEA,, such that 
d f 2 # 0, d-Id2 = - [3]d,, dldmz = [3]d_,. (3.2) 
For x E A, let ad(x) : A + A denote the map a t-+ xa, where a E A. We define dk E A, 
(21k1 T+ 1)by 
d 
k 
= ( - l)k@Wl))k-2(d2) 
Ck - 21 
for 2 I k I T + 1 
(3.3) 
It follows from (3.3) that 
dldk = [l - k]dk+I for 2 I k I T. (3.4) 
Firstly, we prove the following facts for 2 5 k I T - 2: 
dk # 0, dOdt = - [k]d,, dLIdk = - [k + l]dk-1. (3.5) 
If k = 2, then that d2 # 0 and d_ Id2 = - [3]d, follow from (3.2). Let dada = a2dz. 
It follows from J,(d,,, deI, d2) = 0 that a2 = - [2]. 
Assume that (3.5) is true for k - 1 where k 2 3, so there exist ak, bkEC such that 
dodk = akdk,d-ldk = bkdk-l.FromdOdk_I = -[k - l]dk_I,d-Idk_I = - [k]dk-2, 
J&do, dI, dk- 1) = 0 and J,(d_ 1, dI, dk_ 1) = 0, we can get 
akdk = ( - (l)[k - l] - (k - l))d,, (3.7) 
(l)[k - 2]bkdk-l = (- (l)[k - 3][k] -(k - 1)[2][k - l])dk_i. 
(3.8) 
Since dkpl # 0, it follows from (3.7) that bk = - [k + l] # 0. Hence, dLIdk = 
- [k + l]dk_ 1 # 0 ~j dk # 0, where 3 I k I T - 2. Going back to (3.6), we have 
ak= -[k]for3sksT-2. 
Therefore, (3.5) holds. For convenience, we will call the argument of deriving (3.5) 
Argument (*) in the following proof. 
Furthermore, we have 
d&k = - [k + 2]dk-2 for 4 < k < T - 1. (3.8) 
In fact, there existsfk E @ such that d_2dk = fkdk_2 for 3 I k I T - 1 by (3.5). Using 
(3.2) (3.4), (3.5) and J,(de2, dI, dk_ 1) = 0, we get 
(2)C2-klfk=(1>[4-k]f,_I+(k-1)[3][k] for4Ik<T-1. 
(3.9) 
Taking k = 4 in (3.9) gives thatf4 = - 161. 
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Suppose that fkml = - [k + l] for 4 < k - 1 I T - 1, then, by (3.9), fk = 
- [k + 21. This proves (3.8). 
In particular, (3.8) implies that d_ZdT-l = - [T+ l]dT_3 # 0. SO dT_l # 0. 
Using argument (*), we get for 2 5 k 5 T + 1, 
dk # 0, dodk = - [k]d,, d_,d,‘ = - [k + l]dk-l. (3.10) 
By (3.10), there exists e,~@ such that d2dk = e,dk+z for 2 I k I T - 1. It follows 
from (3.10) and J,(dz, d_ 1, dk) = 0 that ck = [2 - k] for 2 I k I T - 4 or k = T - 1, 
or 
d2dk=[2-k]dk+2 for2<k<T-1. (3.11) 
Furthermore, using (3.11) and J,(dLI, dz, dT) = 0, we know that 
A T+zA-I Z 0. (3.12) 
Now we are going to prove the following fact by using induction on m: 
Fact 1. For m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , there exist 0 # dmT+k EA,,,~+~, where 2 < k 5 T + 1, 
such that 
d,dm,+k = [I - mT - k]dmT+k+l for 2 I k s T, (3.13) 
didmT+k = [i - mT - kIdmT+k+i fori=O,-land2sksT+l, 
(3.14) 
&&,,+k = [2 - MT- kldmT+k+2 for2Ik<T-4ork=T-1, 
(3.14) 
A(,+I)T+~-~ Z 0. (3.16) 
If m = 0, then Fact 1 follows from (3.4), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12). Suppose that 
Fact 1 is true for all non-negative integers which are less than or equal to m, then we 
begin to prove that Fact 1 is also true for m + 1. 
By (3.16), there exists 0 # dC,+1JT+2EAC,+1jT+2 such that 
After defining d(,+l)T+kEA(,+l)T+k (2 I k I T + 1) by 
(3.17) 
d(m+l)T+k = 
4 (m+l)Tk( - l)k(ad(dl))k-2(d(,+l)T+,) 
[k - 2]! 
for 2 I k < T + 1 
2 
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we have 
dld(m+ 1)Tfk = Cl - b + l)T- kld@n+l)T+k+l for 2 I k < T. (3.18) 
From (3.14), (3.17) and J,(d-i, dl, ~&+~+i) = 0, we know that (3.13) is also true for 
k = T + 1. So (3.13) can be improved as 
d,&,,+, = [l - mT- k]dmTfkfl for 2 I k 5 T+ 1. (3.19) 
Using Argument (*), we get 
dcm+l)T+k z 0, did,,+ l)T+k = Ci - b + l)T - kldcm+l)T+k+i (3.20) 
for i = 0, - 1 and 2 < k I T - 2. Because of (3.18) and (3.20), we can replace 
k by (m + l)T + k in the argument of deriving (3.8). This produces that 
d-&,,+l,T+k = - C(m + l)T+ k + 21dcm+ljT+k-2 for 4 5 k I T - 1. It follows that 
d,,. lIT+T_ i # 0. Using Argument (*) again, we obtain 
4,. l)T+k f 0, b&n+ l)T+k = Ci - (m + 1)T - kIdcm+ l)T+k+i (3.21) 
fori=O,-land2<kIT+l. 
By (3.21) and the induction assumption, d ,,,r+k+Z#Ofor T-11k12T-1. 
Hence, there exists emT+k E@ such that d d 2 mT+k = emT+kdmT+k+2 for T- 1 s 
k 4 2T - 1. Applying induction assumption and (3.21) to J,(d2, d- 1, dmT+k) 
= 0, we have 
<l>f’TCk + %,T+k = GW’TCk + l]e,,,T+(k- 1) 
- (k) [3][k - l] for T I k 5 2T - 1. (3.22) 
Note that [k + 31 # 0 for T 5 k < 2T - 4 or k = 2T - 1. It follows from (3.15) and 
(3.22) that &,r+k = [2 - mT - k] for T < k I 2T - 4 or k = 2T - 1 i.e., 
ddm,+, = [2 - mT- kldmT+k+2 forTIkI2T-4ork=2T-1. 
(3.23) 
Furthermore, usmg J,(d_ 1, d2, d,,. 1)T+ T) = 0, we get 
A(m+2)T+2A-1 # 0. (3.24) 
By (3.18), (3.21), (3.23) and (3.24), Fact 1 also holds form + 1. So Fact 1 is true for all 
m = 0, 1, 2, . . . by induction. 
It is easy to know that dzdi = [2 - i]di+z for i = 0, 1, 2. Therefore, it follows from 
(3.1) (3.19), (3.23) and Fact 1 that 
dk#O, didk=[i-k]di+k for i = 0, f 1 and k 2 - 1, (3.25) 
dzdk = [2 - k]d,+, fork> -landkfT-3,T-2(modT). (3.26) 
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Using J,(d_2, dr, dmT+k_l) = 0, we have 
d-z&,,,+, = - CmT + k + 21dmT+p-a 
for4<k<T+landm=0,1,2, . . . . (3.27) 
Since T 2 5, it follows from (3.27), J,(dl, d_2, d,) = 0 and J,(dz, dJ, d-,) = 0 that 
d2de2 = [4]d,. (3.28) 
By (3.27), (3.28), J,(dz, dm2, dmTfTml) = 0 and J,(dz, dLl, dmT+T_2) = 0, we con- 
clude that (3.26) also holds for k E T - 3, T - 2 (mod T) and k 2 - 1. Using this 
result, we can rewrite (3.25) and (3.26) as 
dk Z 0, d,A = Cm - kld,+k for m = 0, f 1,2 and k 2 - 1. (3.29) 
Our next goal is to prove the following fact: 
Fact 2. The subalgebra @,, t _ 1 A, of A has a @-basis 
{d,)nr - l,d,EA,} 
such that 
A, = Cd, # 0, d,d, = Cm - nld,+, form,n> - 1. 
By (3.29), we can assume that m 2 2 and we know that Fact 2 holds for m = 2. 
Suppose that Fact 2 holds for m = 2, 3, . . . , i - 1, then we are going to prove 
Fact 2 also holds for m = i. (3.30) 
We have several cases to discuss: 
Case 1: (n) # 0 and [2 - i] # 0, in which case, (3.30) follows from 
Jq(dl, di- Ir d,) = 0. 
Case 2: (n) # 0 and [2 - i] = 0, in which case, [4 - i] # 0. So (3.30) follows from 
Jq(dz,di-2,d_,) = 0. 
Case 3: (n) = 0 and (i) # 0, in which case, [2 + n](n + 1) # 0. By Case 1 and 
Case 2, 
Cd, &+ 11 = Ci - n - lIdi+,+ 1. (3.31) 
Hence, (3.30) follows from (3.31) and J,(dl, di- 1, d,+ 1) = 0. 
Case 4: (n) = 0 and (i) = 0, in which case, it suffices to prove that did, = 0 
because [i - n] = 0. Let did, = xdi+, for some x E C. Then 
0 = Jq(dl,di,drz) = (1) dl(didn) = <l>x[l - (i + n)ldl+i+,, 
which implies that x = 0, i.e., (3.30) also holds in this case. 
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Therefore, Fact 2 is true by inducation. 
Similarly, we can prove the following: 
Fact 3. The subalgebra @,, s 1A,, of A has a C-basis 
{d,ln I 1, d,~A,j 
such that 
A,, = Cd, # 0, d,d, = [m - n]d,+, for m,nl 1. 
Next, we prove 
dzd-, = [2 + n]d2_, for n 2 2. (3.32) 
Let dzd_, = g,,d2_“, then g2 = [4] by (3.28). Assume that gk = [2 + n] for 
2 I k I n, then 
gn+l = [2 + n + 11. (3.33) 
In fact, if [n - l] # 0, then (3.33) follows from J,(d_ 1,d2,d_,) = 0. If [n - l] = 0, 
then [n - 33 # 0 and (3.33) follows from J,(dz, d_ 2, d_,,_ 1j) = 0. 
Finally, using the same method as the one of proving Fact 2, we have 
dkd-, = [k + n]dkez for k 2 2 and n 2 2. (3.34) 
By Fact 2, Fact 3 and (3.34), we know that d,d_, = [m + n]d,_, for all m,n E H, 
i.e., A is the quantum Witt algebra. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
We conclude this paper with the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. The quantum Witt algebra is the unique complex infinite dimensional 
graded simple quantum Lie algebra L = BnsLLn satisfying lim,, cc (In (dim (L,))/ 
lnlnl) < 00 if q’# 1 for r = 3,4,6,8, L_,@LO@L1 does not generates L and L_I is 
a irreducible module over the Lie algebra Lo. 
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